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Playing the pan
Playing music is always great fun, a privilege 
and opens lots of doors to interesting 
experiences.  This month was the Methodist 
Circuit Men's rally and it was held outdoors in 
the community of New Hampshire 
(Constantine).  The Bethel band were ask to 
play.  Two things have stayed with me from 
the day.  I played the steel pan in worship for 
the first time which was lots of fun and as a 
band we played the song, 'Jesus make me 
smile again' by Papa San.  It is a reggae 
gospel song sung in dialect...

'Jesus make me smile again Jesus 
make me scream again
Jesus make me laugh again teach mi 
how fi walk again (yeeeh) rept
(Mi go so now)

0 Lord you're di only one
That's why mi holding on so long,
Evry time mi play mi life to my fren
Dem listen but dem neva learn mi 
song.....'

You will be thankful to know that I did not 
sing it! (I played the guitar). Look it up on You tube : 'Jesus make me smile again' 
by Papa San.  Its got great words and music that is fun and engaging.

Messy (?) Church in Grenada
You may have heard or taken part in 'messy 
church' events in the UK.  They are generally 
whole family days, with activities, food, songs 
and a message.  So when I was asked to speak 
to the St Georges Church Women's league about 
mission in Britain, 'messy church' was one of the 
things I talked about.  This seemed to strike a 
chord with members of the group and so they 
held their own 'messy church' event this month. 
The first 'messy church' in Grenada was helped 
by the 'messy' people from Truro Methodist 
Church, but importantly the St Georges Women's league did it their way.  For 
instance it was not called 'messy' or 'church', but 'Creative Fellowship'.  About 40 
children and adults came along, for games, crafts, songs and food.  Feedback was 
very positive and it is hoped to run something every month or two.
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Bible study cook out
One of the lovely things here is that at night the 
temperature cools down a bit and it can be great just to sit 
out side under the stars chatting, telling stories, with the 
scent of tropical plants in the air and listening to the many 
sounds of the tropical insects and frogs.  Everybody here 
always looks forward to moonlit nights when you can get 
around, eat and socialise by the light of the moon.  So this 
month during 'supermoon' (an especially big new moon), 
the bible study which I am part of decided to have a cook 
out.  The group organised a coal pot (like a small 
barbecue), on which were cooked bakes (like small 
unsweetened doughnuts) and coco tea made with local 
herbs and spices.  We also had salt fish and salad all 
served up in calabash bowls, which are the traditional 
eating bowls made out of hollowed out gourds. As we 
studied the bible under the moonlight (with the help of a 
light) I wondered at how often I might be able to do the 
same back home (during March!) without a warm coat and waterproofs!

Youth against violence
Towards the end of March a team called 'Youth 
against Violence' came in to the school.  It was 
started by two brothers who are Soca singers; 
their names are Uni-spark and Electrify.  They 
are responding to the gang culture and 
violence that some young people can get into. 
They also want to get the teenagers thinking 
about what the messages are in some of the 
music they listen to.  It was a great 
presentation, not preachy at all and their 
message encouraged the children to use their 
creativity in their education.

'Violence brings no fame, only shame, stand up and let education be your 
game'

School – prayers for Japan.
In the R.E. Sessions I take at school we spent sometime praying for the people of 
Japan.  We talked through what had happened and the students then wrote down 
prayers on post-its and stuck them to a picture of Japan.  Many classes chose to 
keep their prayers on the walls permanently as a sign of their thoughts and prayers 
for the people of Japan.  This is an example of one of the many deeply felt prayers 
said by the students in Wesley College.  

'Dear God, Please help the people of Japan, they are going through real  
tuff times after the massive earthquake and tsunami.  Please help those 
also who have lost loved ones and those closest to them.  In Jesus name.  
Amen'



Please pray for:

• For the ongoing outreach of the church here and communicating in ways that 
are engaging and relevant.

• For the 'Creative Fellowship' events held by the St. Georges Women's league.

• Thanks for the growth of the Bethel bible study and the times of moonlit 
fellowship.

• Thanks for those working to bring a message of non-violence and for an end 
to the glamorisation of gang culture.

• The people of Japan (perhaps use the prayer given by this young person)

Please feel free to e-mail or write to me at the address above.

God bless, 

Andy Dye
Mission Partner for the British Methodist Church in Grenada, South Caribbean.


